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Tom Clancy's Net Force: State of War - Tom
Clancy 2003-03-04
From the #1 New York Times bestselling
creators of Op-Center comes a different kind of
law enforcement. In the year 2010, computers
are the new superpowers. Those who control
them control the world. To enforce the Net
Laws, Congress creates the ultimate computer
security agency within the FBI: Net Force®.
Minor viruses are eating away at the Net Force
computers. The e-mail shut-downs and flickering
monitors are hardly emergencies—but they’ve
been keeping the tech department hopping.
Same with the sudden rash of time-consuming
lawsuits. No one in Net Force has a moment to
spare, which is exactly the way Mitchell
Townsend Ames wants it. Because when the
shadowy mastermind launches his master plan,
he wants Net Force to be looking the other
way…
Cointelpro: the FBI's Secret War on Political
Freedom - Nelson Blackstock
The Burglary - Betty Medsger 2014-01-07
The never-before-told full story of the historychanging break-in at the FBI office in Media,
Pennsylvania, by a group of unlikely
activists—quiet, ordinary, hardworking
Americans—that made clear the shocking truth
and confirmed what some had long suspected,
that J. Edgar Hoover had created and was
operating, in violation of the U.S. Constitution,
his own shadow Bureau of Investigation. It

begins in 1971 in an America being split apart
by the Vietnam War . . . A small group of
activists—eight men and women—the Citizens
Commission to Investigate the FBI, inspired by
Daniel Berrigan’s rebellious Catholic peace
movement, set out to use a more active, but
nonviolent, method of civil disobedience to
provide hard evidence once and for all that the
government was operating outside the laws of
the land. The would-be
burglars—nonpro’s—were ordinary people
leading lives of purpose: a professor of religion
and former freedom rider; a day-care director; a
physicist; a cab driver; an antiwar activist, a lock
picker; a graduate student haunted by members
of her family lost to the Holocaust and the
passivity of German civilians under Nazi rule.
Betty Medsger's extraordinary book re-creates in
resonant detail how this group of unknowing
thieves, in their meticulous planning of the
burglary, scouted out the low-security FBI
building in a small town just west of
Philadelphia, taking into consideration every
possible factor, and how they planned the breakin for the night of the long-anticipated boxing
match between Joe Frazier (war supporter and
friend to President Nixon) and Muhammad Ali
(convicted for refusing to serve in the military),
knowing that all would be fixated on their
televisions and radios. Medsger writes that the
burglars removed all of the FBI files and, with
the utmost deliberation, released them to
various journalists and members of Congress,
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soon upending the public’s perception of the
inviolate head of the Bureau and paving the way
for the first overhaul of the FBI since Hoover
became its director in 1924. And we see how the
release of the FBI files to the press set the stage
for the sensational release three months later,
by Daniel Ellsberg, of the top-secret, seventhousand-page Pentagon study on U.S. decisionmaking regarding the Vietnam War, which
became known as the Pentagon Papers. At the
heart of the heist—and the book—the contents of
the FBI files revealing J. Edgar Hoover’s “secret
counterintelligence program” COINTELPRO, set
up in 1956 to investigate and disrupt dissident
political groups in the United States in order “to
enhance the paranoia endemic in these circles,”
to make clear to all Americans that an FBI agent
was “behind every mailbox,” a plan that would
discredit, destabilize, and demoralize groups,
many of them legal civil rights organizations and
antiwar groups that Hoover found offensive—as
well as black power groups, student activists,
antidraft protestors, conscientious objectors.
The author, the first reporter to receive the FBI
files, began to cover this story during the three
years she worked for The Washington Post and
continued her investigation long after she'd left
the paper, figuring out who the burglars were,
and convincing them, after decades of silence, to
come forward and tell their extraordinary story.
The Burglary is an important and riveting book,
a portrait of the potential power of nonviolent
resistance and the destructive power of
excessive government secrecy and spying.
Operation Solo - John Barron 2013-02-05
A book to challenge the status quo, spark a
debate, and get people talking about the issues
and questions we face as a country!
The Cointelpro Papers - Ward Leroy Churchill
2022-01-04
Ward Churchill and Jim Vander Wall's exposé of
America's political police force, the FBI, reveals
the steel fist undergirding "compassionate
conservatism's" velvet glove. Using original FBI
memos, the authors provide extensive analysis of
the agency's treatment of the left, from the
Communist Party in the 1950s to the Central
America solidarity movement in the 1980s. The
authors' new introduction posits likely
trajectories for domestic repression.
Chasing Spies - Athan G. Theoharis 2002

Discusses the FBI's role in important espionage
cases of the cold war years, charging that the
FBI promoted political McCarthyism while
masking counterintelligence shortcomings and
citing the FBI's failure to apprehend and convict
Soviet agents.
The FBI's secret counterintelligence
program against the New Left Antiwar
Movement - Bettina Nolde 2003-07-11
Seminar paper from the year 2003 in the subject
American Studies - Culture and Applied
Geography, grade: 1,5 (A), University of Potsdam
(Anglistics/ American Studies), course: PS The
1960s: An Age Of Turmoil, 6 entries in the
bibliography, language: English, abstract: In the
1960s and 1970s one of the most controversial
policies of the American government was its
intervention in the Vietnam War. A whole nation
was divided into so called doves and hawks, the
former were fighting and demonstrating for
peace whereas the latter supported the
government’s policies concerning Vietnam. A
very influential and large group of the Antiwar
Movement was the New Left, the main platform
of the white students. In the following, the
author will give some information about this
group and examine the actions of the FBI
(Federal Bureau of Investigation) taken to harm
or even destroy that part of the Antiwar
Movement. These actions were manifested in the
so called Counterintelligence Program, which
was shortened to the abbreviation Cointelpro. As
there is just one source on which all the
literature concerning this topic is based its not
that easy to evaluate in how far all the published
material is really true or just serves some
conspiracy theories, which were very common in
that time. Especially in the Sixties, when the
Cold War reached its climax in the Cuban
Missiles Crises in 1963 and the assassination of
famous people like John F. Kennedy in the same
year and Martin Luther King five years later
supported the offspring of many conspiracy
theories. So in the aftermath of that turbulent
decade these theories continued to spread and
were seen as true by the majority of the
American people because of the Watergate
Affaire in 1972 and other revelations of scandals
by the press. Even today after September, 11th
2001 a lot of conspiracy theories arose. [...]
Racial Matters - Kenneth O'Reilly 1991-04
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Uses the contents of FBI files obtained under the
Freedom of Information Act.
Enemies - Tim Weiner 2012
Presents the history of the FBI's secret
intelligence operations, detailing how the bureau
has been used to conduct political warfare, and
how it became the most powerful intelligence
service in the United States.
Official and Confidential - Anthony Summers
2012-01-17
A New York Times–bestselling author’s
revealing, “important” biography of the longtime
FBI director (The Philadelphia Inquirer). No one
exemplified paranoia and secrecy at the heart of
American power better than J. Edgar Hoover,
the original director of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. For this consummate biography,
renowned investigative journalist Anthony
Summers interviewed more than eight hundred
witnesses and pored through thousands of
documents to get at the truth about the man who
headed the FBI for fifty years, persecuted
political enemies, blackmailed politicians, and
lived his own surprising secret life. Ultimately,
Summers paints a portrait of a fatally flawed
individual who should never have held such
power, and for so long.
Cointelpro - Church Committee 2020-07-22
COINTELPRO is an abbreviation (Counter
Intelligence Program) for a series of covert
action programs by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation directed against domestic groups.
In these programs, the Bureau went beyond the
collection of intelligence to secret action
designed to "disrupt" and "neutralize" target
groups and individuals, which included the civil
rights movement (such as Martin Luther King,
Jr. and the Black Panther Party), anti-war
protestors, feminists, environmentalists, animal
rights organizers, the American Indian
Movement, and a variety of left-wing
organizations. The techniques were adopted
wholesale from wartime counterintelligence, and
ranged from the trivial to the degrading
(sending anonymous poison-pen letters intended
to break up marriages) and the dangerous
(encouraging gang warfare and falsely labeling
members of a violent group as police informers).
This report is based on a staff study of a
committee led by Senator Frank Church of more
than 20,000 pages of Bureau documents,

depositions of many of the Bureau agents
involved in the programs, and interviews of
several COINTELPRO targets. The selected
cases demonstrate the consequences of a
Government agency's decision to take the law
into its own hands for the "greater good" of the
country.
The FBI and Martin Luther King, Jr. - David J.
Garrow 2015-02-17
The author of Bearing the Cross, the Pulitzer
Prize–winning biography of Martin Luther King
Jr., exposes the government’s massive
surveillance campaign against the civil rights
leader When US attorney general Robert F.
Kennedy authorized a wiretap of Martin Luther
King Jr.’s phones by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, he set in motion one of the most
invasive surveillance operations in American
history. Sparked by informant reports of King’s
alleged involvement with communists, the FBI
amassed a trove of information on the civil rights
leader. Their findings failed to turn up any
evidence of communist influence, but they did
expose sensitive aspects of King’s personal life
that the FBI went on to use in its attempts to
mar his public image. Based on meticulous
research into the agency’s surveillance records,
historian David Garrow illustrates how the FBI
followed King’s movements throughout the
country, bugging his hotel rooms and tapping his
phones wherever he went, in an obsessive quest
to destroy his growing influence. Garrow
uncovers the voyeurism and racism within J.
Edgar Hoover’s FBI while unmasking Hoover’s
personal desire to destroy King. The spying only
intensified once King publicly denounced the
Vietnam War, and the FBI continued to surveil
him until his death. The FBI and Martin Luther
King, Jr. clearly demonstrates an unprecedented
abuse of power by the FBI and the government
as a whole.
A Spy in Canaan - Marc Perrusquia 2018-03-27
Only Ernest Withers, a key figure in the civil
rights movement, could have delivered such
iconic photographs—and the kind of information
the FBI wanted . . . Renowned photographer
Ernest Withers captured some of the most
stunning moments of the civil rights era—from
the age-defining snapshot of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., riding one of the first integrated buses
in Montegomery, to the haunting photo of
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Emmett Till’s great-uncle pointing an accusing
finger at his nephew’s killers. He was trusted
and beloved by King’s inner circle, and had a
front row seat to history . . . but few people
know that Withers was also an informant for the
FBI. Memphis journalist Marc Perrusquia broke
the story of Withers’s secret life after a long
investigation culminating in a landmark lawsuit
against the government to release hundreds of
once-classified FBI documents. Those files
confirmed that, from 1958 to 1976, Withers
helped the Bureau monitor pillars of the
movement including Dr. Martin Luther King and
others, as well as dozens of civil rights foot
soldiers. Now, on the fiftieth anniversary of
King’s assasination, A Spy in Canaan explores
the life, complex motivations, and legacy of this
fascinating figure Ernest Withers, as well as the
dark shadow that era’s culture of surveillance
has cast on our own time. Includes an 8-page,
black-and-white photo insert.
Nixon's Gamble - Ray Locker 2015-10-01
After being sworn in as president, Richard Nixon
told the assembled crowd that “government will
listen. ... Those who have been left out, we will
try to bring in.” But that same day, he
obliterated those pledges of greater citizen
control of government by signing National
Security Decision Memorandum 2, a document
that made sweeping changes to the national
security power structure. Nixon’s signature
erased the influence that the departments of
State and Defense, as well as the CIA, had over
Vietnam and the course of the Cold War. The
new structure put Nixon at the center,
surrounded by loyal aides and a new national
security adviser, Henry Kissinger, who
coordinated policy through the National Security
Council under Nixon’s command. Using years of
research and revelations from newly released
documents, USA Today reporter Ray Locker
upends much of the conventional wisdom about
the Nixon administration and its impact and
shows how the creation of this secret,
unprecedented, extra-constitutional government
undermined U.S. policy and values. In doing so,
Nixon sowed the seeds of his own destruction by
creating a climate of secrecy, paranoia, and
reprisal that still affects Washington today.
War at Home - Brian Glick 1989
This is a must handbook for private study and

group discussion by all progressive and radical
activists. Today's defense depends on our
knowledge of yesterday's repression. The
message: the political police haven't forgotten
us--we can't afford to forget them and their
methods.--Philip Agee, former CIA agent
Seize the Time - Bobby Seale 1991
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Subversives - Seth Rosenfeld 2012-08-21
Subversives traces the FBI's secret involvement
with three iconic figures at Berkeley during the
1960s: the ambitious neophyte politician Ronald
Reagan, the fierce but fragile radical Mario
Savio, and the liberal university president Clark
Kerr. Through these converging narratives, the
award-winning investigative reporter Seth
Rosenfeld tells a dramatic and disturbing story
of FBI surveillance, illegal break-ins, infiltration,
planted news stories, poison-pen letters, and
secret detention lists. He reveals how the FBI's
covert operations—led by Reagan's friend J.
Edgar Hoover—helped ignite an era of protest,
undermine the Democrats, and benefit Reagan
personally and politically. At the same time, he
vividly evokes the life of Berkeley in the early
sixties—and shows how the university
community, a site of the forward-looking
idealism of the period, became a battleground in
an epic struggle between the government and
free citizens. The FBI spent more than $1 million
trying to block the release of the secret files on
which Subversives is based, but Rosenfeld
compelled the bureau to release more than
250,000 pages, providing an extraordinary view
of what the government was up to during a
turning point in our nation's history. Part
history, part biography, and part police
procedural, Subversives reads like a true-crime
mystery as it provides a fresh look at the legacy
of the sixties, sheds new light on one of
America's most popular presidents, and tells a
cautionary tale about the dangers of secrecy and
unchecked power.
Alien Ink - Natalie S. Robins 1992
Traces the FBI's history of treading on the First
Amendment with accounts of how the
organizaton intimidated writers and hired
librarians as spies
FBI Secrets - M. Wesley Swearingen 1995
From the 50s to the 70s in Chicago, New York,
and Los Angeles, Swearingen records his
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participation in campaigns against Communists
and Muslims, Weathermen, Black Panthers, and
other organizations. Readers interested in
domestic repression or U.S. history more
generally will find invaluable primary source
material in this historic expose. This is the first
insider's account of the FBI's COINTELPRO era.
Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Yesterday's Man - Branko Marcetic 2020-01-29
A deep dive into Joe Biden’s history and the
origins of his political values Yesterday’s Man
exposes the forgotten history of Joe Biden, one
of the United States’s longest-serving politicians,
and one of its least scrutinized. Over nearly fifty
years in politics, the man called “Middle-Class
Joe” served as a key architect of the Democratic
Party’s rightward turn, ushering in the end of
the liberal New Deal order and enabling the
political takeover of the radical right. Far from
being a liberal stalwart, Biden often outdid even
Reagan, Gingrich, and Bush, assisting the rightwing war against the working class, and
ultimately paving the way for Trump. The most
comprehensive political biography of someone
who has tried for decades to be president,
Yesterday’s Man is an essential read for anyone
interested in knowing the real Joe Biden and
what he might do in office.
Teaching for Black Lives - Flora Harriman
McDonnell 2018-04-13
Black students' bodies and minds are under
attack. We're fighting back. From the north to
the south, corporate curriculum lies to our
students, conceals pain and injustice, masks
racism, and demeans our Black students. But
it¿s not only the curriculum that is traumatizing
students.
Intelligence Activities and the Rights of
Americans - Committee Church Committee
2008
When it was first revealed that the Bush
Administration had implemented a secret
program of warrantless wiretaps and domestic
spying on US citizens, few Americans knew that
all of this had happened before. In the early
1970's, it was revealed that US government
agencies, including the FBI, CIA, NSA and IRS,
were being used as part of a deliberate plan to
infiltrate and disrupt political opponents, and
this plan had continued for 20 years under four
different Presidents, both Democratic and

Republican. This report by the Senate Select
Committee (the Church Committee) details the
elaborate efforts by the FBI, CIA and NSA to spy
on Americans by tapping their telephones, by
intercepting and copying their mail, and even by
burglarizing their homes (known as "black bag
jobs"). In response to this report, Congress
established the FISA courts that Bush bypassed
when he directed the NSA to once again spy on
Americans without court approval or oversight.
Agents of Repression - Ward Churchill 2002
For those wondering how Bill Clinton could
pardon white-collar fugitive Marc Rich but not
Native American leader Leonard Peltier,
important clues can be found in this classic
study of the FBI's COINTELPRO
(Counterintelligence Program). Agents of
Repression includes an incisive historical
account of the FBI siege of Wounded Knee, and
reveals the viciousness of COINTELPRO
campaigns targeting the Black Liberation
movement. The authors' new introduction
examines the legacies of the Panthers and AIM,
and shows how the FBI still presents a threat to
those committed to fundamental social change.
Ward Churchill is author of From a Native Son.
Jim Vander Wall is co-author of The
COINTELPRO Papers: Documents from the FBI's
Secret Wars Against Dissent in the United
States, with Ward Churchill.
Assault on the Left - James Kirkpatrick Davis
1997
A glimpse into the endlessly fascinating world
that was the Sixties, this book reveals in new
and disturbing detail the nature and extent of
the FBI's war on the antiwar movement.
From a Native Son - Ward Churchill 1996
Ward Churchill has emerged over the past
decade as one of the strongest and most
influential voices of native resistance in North
America. From a Native Son collects his most
important and unflinching essays, which explore
the themes of
The Folk Singers and the Bureau - Aaron
Leonard 2020-09-08
The first book to document the efforts of the FBI
against the most famous American folk singers
of the mid-twentieth century, including Woody
Guthrie, 'Sis Cunningham, Pete Seeger, Lee
Hays and Burl Ives. Some of the most prominent
folk singers of the twentieth century, including
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Woody Guthrie, 'Sis Cunningham, Pete Seeger,
Lee Hays, Burl Ives, etc., were also political
activists with various associations with the
American Communist Party. As a consequence,
the FBI, along with other governmental and
right-wing organizations, were monitoring them,
keeping meticulous files running many
thousands of pages, and making (and carrying
out) plans to purge them from the cultural
realm. In The Folk Singers and the Bureau,
Aaron J Leonard draws on an unprecedented
array of declassified documents and never
before released files to shed light on the
interplay between left-wing folk artists and their
relationship with the American Communist
Party, and how it put them in the US
government's repressive cross hairs. At a time of
increasing state surveillance and repression, The
Folk Singers and the Bureau shows how the FBI
and other governmental agencies have
attempted to shape and repress American
culture.
The Director - Paul Letersky 2022-07-12
The first book ever written about FBI Director J.
Edgar Hoover by a member of his personal
staff—his former assistant, Paul Letersky—offers
unprecedented, “clear-eyed and compelling”
(Mark Olshaker, coauthor of Mindhunter) insight
into an American legend. The 1960s and 1970s
were arguably among America’s most turbulent
post-Civil War decades. While the Vietnam War
continued seemingly without end, protests and
riots ravaged most cities, the Kennedys and MLK
were assassinated, and corruption found its way
to the highest levels of politics, culminating in
Watergate. In 1965, at the beginning of the
chaos, twenty-two-year-old Paul Letersky was
assigned to assist the legendary FBI director J.
Edgar Hoover who’d just turned seventy and
had, by then, led the Bureau for an incredible
forty-one years. Hoover was a rare and complex
man who walked confidently among the most
powerful. His personal privacy was more tightly
guarded than the secret “files” he carefully
collected—and that were so feared by politicians
and celebrities. Through Letersky’s close
working relationship with Hoover, and the trust
and confidence he gained from Hoover’s most
loyal senior assistant, Helen Gandy, Paul became
one of the few able to enter the Director’s
secretive—and sometimes perilous—world. Since

Hoover’s death half a century ago, millions of
words have been written about the man and
hundreds of hours of TV dramas and A-list
Hollywood films produced. But until now, there
has been virtually no account from someone
who, for a period of years, spent hours with the
Director on a daily basis. Balanced, honest, and
keenly observed, this “vivid, foibles-and-all
portrait of the fabled scourge of gangsters,
Klansmen, and communists” (The Wall Street
Journal) sheds new light on one of the most
powerful law enforcement figures in American
history.
The Fbi, Cointelpro, and Martin Luther
King, Jr - Church Committee 2011-01
The final report of the 1975 US Senate Church
Committee, describing the decade-long effort by
J Edgar Hoover and the FBI to discredit and
"neutralize" the Rev Dr Martin Luther King Jr.
Hoover considered the civil rights movement to
be "Communist," and did everything in his power
to destroy it.
Out Now! - Fred Halstead 1978
This book is the most detailed and accurate
account of the movement against the war in
Vietnam in the U.S. which has been written. A
particular strength of the book is that it places
the war and the movement against it within an
international context. The author's attention to
fact and detail (the book is well footnoted)
recreates the mood and the political battles of
the movement's conferences and debates. This
book is a good starting place for a person who
knew nothing about the anti-war movement or
the 60s and early 70s. It is a particularly useful
book for those looking to learn how a powerful
political movement can be built.
Liberation, Imagination and the Black
Panther Party - Kathleen Cleaver 2014-04-08
This fascinating book gathers reflections by
scholars and activists who consider the impact of
the Black Panther Party, the BBP, the most
significant revolutionary organization in the
later 20th century.
Nixon's War at Home - Daniel S. Chard
2021-09-13
During the presidency of Richard Nixon,
homegrown leftist guerrilla groups like the
Weather Underground and the Black Liberation
Army carried out hundreds of attacks in the
United States. The FBI had a long history of
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infiltrating activist groups, but this type of
clandestine action posed a unique challenge.
Drawing on thousands of pages of declassified
FBI documents, Daniel S. Chard shows how
America's war with domestic guerrillas
prompted a host of new policing measures as the
FBI revived illegal spy techniques previously
used against communists in the name of fighting
terrorism. These efforts did little to stop the
guerrillas—instead, they led to a bureaucratic
struggle between the Nixon administration and
the FBI that fueled the Watergate Scandal and
brought down Nixon. Yet despite their internal
conflicts, FBI and White House officials
developed preemptive surveillance practices
that would inform U.S. counterterrorism
strategies into the twenty-first century,
entrenching mass surveillance as a cornerstone
of the national security state. Connecting the
dots between political violence and "law and
order" politics, Chard reveals how American
counterterrorism emerged in the 1970s from
violent conflicts over racism, imperialism, and
policing that remain unresolved today.
Domestic Investigations and Operations Guide Federal Bureau of Investigation 2012-01-05
Ever wonder what an FBI agent really does?
Recently, the Domestic Investigations and
Operations Guide has been plastered all over
newspaper headlines. The guide ?applies to all
investigative activities and intelligence
collection activities conducted by the FBI within
the United States or outside the territories of all
countries. This policy document does not apply
to investigative and intelligence collection
activities of the FBI in foreign countries; those
are governed by the Attorney General’s
Guidelines for Extraterritorial FBI Operations.”
Now, anyone can get their hands on it!Inside
curious readers will find the FBI guidelines
for:Protection of First Amendment RightsThe
FBI’s Core ValuesInvestigative
MethodsElectronic SurveillanceCriminal Matters
Outside FBI JurisdictionAnd many others!The
FBI is one of the most secretive government
organizations in the country, but with this guide
you can peek inside and view what only FBI
agents know. This recent unclassified text
reveals their ominous power?see first-hand how
quickly your rights can be taken away by them.
You will be shocked by what you read!

The CIA's Greatest Hits - Mark Zepezauer
2012-04-01
A revised and updated edition of the explosive
book that blows the lid off the Central
Intelligence Agency. The CIA’s Greatest Hits
details how the CIA: • hired top Nazi war
criminals, shielded them from justice and
learned—and used—their techniques • has been
involved in assassinations, bombings, massacres,
wars, death squads, drug trafficking, and rigged
elections all over the world • tortures children
as young as 13 and adults as old as 89, resulting
in forced “confessions to all sorts of imaginary
crimes (an innocent Kuwaiti was tortured for
months to make him keep repeating his initial
lies, and a supposed al-Qaeda leader was
waterboarded 187 times in a single month
without producing a speck of useful information)
• orchestrates the media—which one CIA deputy
director liked to call “the mighty Wurlitzer—and
places its agents inside newspapers, magazines
and book publishers • and much more The CIA’s
crimes continue unabated, and unpunished. The
day before General David Petraeus took over as
the twentieth CIA director, federal prosecutors
announced that they were dropping 99
investigations into the deaths of people in CIA
custody, leaving just two active cases they’re
willing to pursue.
Blood Brothers - Randy Roberts 2016-11-01
In 1962, boxing writers and fans considered
Cassius Clay an obnoxious self-promoter, and
few believed that he would become the
heavyweight champion of the world. But
Malcolm X, the most famous minister in the
Nation of Islam-a sect many white Americans
deemed a hate cult-saw the potential in Clay, not
just for boxing greatness, but as a means of
spreading the Nation's message. The two
became fast friends, keeping their interactions
secret from the press for fear of jeopardizing
Clay's career. Clay began living a double life-a
patriotic "good Negro" in public, and a radical
reformer behind the scenes. Soon, however,
their friendship would sour, with disastrous and
far-reaching consequences. Based on previously
untapped sources, from Malcolm's personal
papers to FBI records, Blood Brothers is the first
book to offer an in-depth portrait of this complex
bond. Acclaimed historians Randy Roberts and
Johnny Smith reconstruct the worlds that shaped
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Malcolm and Clay, from the boxing arenas and
mosques, to postwar New York and civil rightsera Miami. In an impressively detailed account,
they reveal how Malcolm molded Cassius Clay
into Muhammad Ali, helping him become an
international symbol of black pride and black
independence. Yet when Malcolm was barred
from the Nation for criticizing the philandering
of its leader, Elijah Muhammad, Ali turned his
back on Malcolm-a choice that tragically
contributed to the latter's assassination in
February 1965. Malcolm's death marked the end
of a critical phase of the civil rights movement,
but the legacy of his friendship with Ali has
endured. We inhabit a new era where the roles
of entertainer and activist, of sports and politics,
are more entwined than ever before. Blood
Brothers is the story of how Ali redefined what it
means to be a black athlete in America-after
Malcolm first enlightened him. An extraordinary
narrative of love and deep affection, as well as
deceit, betrayal, and violence, this story is a
window into the public and private lives of two
of our greatest national icons, and the
tumultuous period in American history that they
helped to shape.
The Assassination of Fred Hampton - Jeffrey
Haas 2019-11-05
Read the story behind the award-winning film
Judas and the Black Messiah On December 4,
1969, attorney Jeff Haas was in a police lockup
in Chicago, interviewing Fred Hampton's
fiancÉe. Deborah Johnson described how the
police pulled her from the room as Fred lay
unconscious on their bed. She heard one officer
say, "He's still alive." She then heard two shots.
A second officer said, "He's good and dead now."
She looked at Jeff and asked, "What can you do?"
The Assassination of Fred Hampton remains
Haas's personal account of how he and People's
Law Office partner Flint Taylor pursued
Hampton's assassins, ultimately prevailing over
unlimited government resources and FBI
conspiracy. Fifty years later, Haas writes that
there is still an urgent need for the revolutionary
systemic changes Hampton was organizing to
accomplish. Not only a story of justice delivered,
this book spotlights Hampton as a dynamic
community leader and an inspiration for those in
the ongoing fight against injustice and police
brutality.

Cointelpro - Church Committee 2020-07-18
COINTELPRO is an abbreviation (Counter
Intelligence Program) for a series of covert
action programs by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation directed against domestic groups.
In these programs, the Bureau went beyond the
collection of intelligence to secret action
designed to "disrupt" and "neutralize" target
groups and individuals, which included the civil
rights movement (such as Martin Luther King,
Jr. and the Black Panther Party), anti-war
protestors, feminists, environmentalists, animal
rights organizers, the American Indian
Movement, and a variety of left-wing
organizations. The techniques were adopted
wholesale from wartime counterintelligence, and
ranged from the trivial to the degrading
(sending anonymous poison-pen letters intended
to break up marriages) and the dangerous
(encouraging gang warfare and falsely labeling
members of a violent group as police informers).
This book includes witness testimony from a
committee led by Senator Frank Church that
includes many of the Bureau agents involved in
the programs and informants involved in
COINTELPRO operations.
Cointelpro - Cathy Perkus 1975
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Spying on America - James Kirkpatrick Davis
1992
An exploration of all five COINTELPRO
operations describes how the FBI expanded
domestic surveillance programs to investigate
the Ku Klux Klan, as well as Black and left-wing
groups
FBI on Trial - Margaret Jayko 1988
This book is about a historic victory for
democratic rights. It contains the federal court
decision [Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney
General] that codifies the accomplishments of
the successful fifteen-year legal battle waged by
the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and Young
Socialist Alliance (YSA) against decades of
spying, harassment, and disruption by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.
The Judas Factor - Karl Evanzz 1998
Many books have been written about Malcolm X,
but none have exposed the conspiracy behind his
death. In this explosive book (a best-seller in the
US), investigative journalist Karl Evanzz of The
Washington Post names the names behind the
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trigger in the assassination of the most powerful

and controversial black leader of the 20th
century.
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